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Functional and structural imaging of cortical circuits: 
 Functional Connectomics 

What does a circuit do?           And how is it wired up? 
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Large-scale physiology  
Two-photon imaging   
    in vivo 
Physiology of every cell 
 

Large-scale EM: connectomics 
Serial-section electron microscopy 
Every axon, dendrite, and synapse  
 

Toward complete functional and structural 
imaging of a cortical circuit 



cell bodies 

blood vessels 

cortical surface 

•~1500 cells 
•~107 synapses~ 

From function to wiring 
Step 2: Serial-section EM 

(and plenty of it) 



width: ~115,000 pixels; ~430 µm 

height: 
~80,000 pixels 
 ~350 µm 

•~ 9 Gpixels per section 
•~1,100 sections  50µm thick 
•~10 TB of data 
•High-throughput imaging! 
•Lots of post-processing. 
 



moving the motors, raw camera data 



moving the motors, normalized 



moving the motors, stitched tiles 



moving the motors, inscribed squares 



zooming in 1 



zooming in 2 



zooming in 3 



PSC: Multi-Resolution Section Alignment 
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And then an enormous amount of work was done, yielding… 

Bock, Lee, et al., Nature 2011 
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Physiology plans 
** depends on personnel      * for discussion 

Experimental Goals for Functional Connectomics 

To study how the physiology of a network of V1 neurons relates to the 
synaptic connections within the network. 

Project 1 (Nature 2011): The 1st study examined the logic of inhibitory 
connections. 15 TB final aligned data from >100 TB raw data. Alignment of 
the data (3 million images) by the Pittsburgh team was critical. 

Project 2 (approaching completion at Harvard and Allan institute): Examine 
the logic of excitatory connections. ~50 TB final aligned data from >200 TB 
raw data. PSC aligned this largest EM data set to date.  

Project 3 (Allen Institute): Examine motifs, high-order patterns of 
connections. 100 TB final aligned data.      2015 

Project43 (Allen Institute): The cortical column. 1 PB.   

As data sets get bigger, alignment gets somewhat more difficult, but the 
issues of data management and visualization become paramount. Image 
data structures, fast networking, and the Virtual Volume Browser will be 
critical components developed in Pittsburgh. 
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